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Reviewer's report:

I appreciate the authors for writing the manuscript in a very good way, I also suggested some few corrections in your manuscript.

Concentrate on your spell checking and punctuation as well.

Line 89-91. Remodify the statement, which has shown repeated (And) between the statements.

Line 132-134 - Hypotheses and the prevalence>????? Clarify that the background of your study says that the prevalence is reported to be lower in out-patients, then why your study samples were chosen from outpatients? Do the DRM related research with outpatients is less? Clarify it.

Line 143 - modify the word categorized instead of Distributed according to the classification of your study with NN,DRM-1,DRM+1.

Line 171 - Concentrate on the Punctuation error.

Line 172 - Clarify the subtitle

Line190 - Word correction Intercellular

Line 213 - check for the proper mentioning of the serum concentration level {5x106}

Line 272- Clarify the statement about differences remained after adjustment for age and gender.

Line 329 - As mentioned Corroborates it is presented in a good way but I suggest you to remodify the vocabulary for the purpose of clear understanding for the journal readers'

Line -329 - remodify the statement inflammation induces increased lipolysis or inflammation induced increases lipolysis.

Line 336 - Correct spelling mistake of haemodialysis

Line 352-355 - concentrate on the punctuation error found in the line

Line 355 - I suggest that you can avoid or change the words as y in this way, in this sense. You can start

Line 357 - You can also avoid words like in said patients, you can mention them as among samples, among population studied etc., which sounds better.
Line 362 - Avoid said researchers. You can change your express of words in some other forms.

Line 371-372 - remodify the sentence as it is not written properly.
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